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Retain This Manual In A Safe Place For Future Reference
This product embodies advanced concepts in engineering, design, and safety.  If this product is properly
maintained, it will provide many years of safe, efficient, and trouble-free operation.

ONLY properly licensed technicians should service this equipment.

OBSERVE ALL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS displayed on the equipment or specified in the installation/
operator's manual included with the dryer.

WARNING: UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES should the door switch or the heat circuit devices
ever be disabled.

WARNING: The dryer must never be operated with any of the back guards, outer tops, or
service panels removed.  PERSONAL INJURY or FIRE COULD RESULT.

We have tried to make this manual as complete as possible and hope you will find it useful.  Manufacturer
reserves the right to make changes from time to time, without notice or obligation, in prices, specifications,
colors, and material, and to change or discontinue models.

Please read this manual carefully to thoroughly familiarize yourself with the PD computer system features,
operational instructions, and programming characteristics.  This manual contains important information on how
to employ all the features of your new Maytag dryer in the safest and most economical way.

For replacement parts, contact the distributor from which the dryer was purchased or contact:

MAYTAG
403 West Fourth St North

Newton, Iowa 50208
(515) 792-7000

�IMPORTANT NOTE TO PURCHASER�

Information must be obtained from your local gas supplier on the instructions
to be followed if the user smells gas.  These instructions must be posted in a
prominent location near the dryer.



IMPORTANT

YOU MUST DISCONNECT and LOCKOUT THE ELECTRIC
SUPPLY and THE GAS SUPPLY or THE STEAM SUPPLY BEFORE ANY
COVERS or GUARDS ARE REMOVED FROM THE MACHINE TO
ALLOW ACCESS  FOR CLEANING, ADJUSTING, INSTALLATION, or
TESTING OF ANY EQUIPMENT per OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health
Administration) STANDARDS.

WARNING
The dryer must never be operated with any of the back guards, outer tops, or

service panels removed.  PERSONAL INJURY or FIRE COULD
RESULT.

CHILDREN SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO PLAY ON OR IN
THE DRYER(S).

WARNING

CHILDREN SHOULD BE SUPERVISED IF NEAR DRYER(S) IN
OPERATION.

CAUTION

 DRYER(S) SHOULD NEVER BE LEFT UNATTENDED WHILE IN
OPERATION.

CAUTION

LABEL ALL WIRES PRIOR TO DISCONNECTION WHEN SERVICING
CONTROLS.   WIRING ERRORS CAN CAUSE IMPROPER AND DANGER-
OUS OPERATION.

VERIFY PROPER OPERATION AFTER SERVICING.



DO NOT STORE OR USE GASOLINE OR OTHER FLAMMABLE
VAPORS AND LIQUIDS IN THE VICINITY OF THIS OR ANY OTHER
APPLIANCE.

FOR YOUR SAFETY

DO NOT DRY MOP HEADS IN THE DRYER.

DO NOT USE DRYER IN THE PRESENCE OF DRY CLEANING FUMES.

IMPORTANT

PLEASE OBSERVE ALL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS displayed on the
equipment and/or specified in the installation/operator's manual included with
the dryer.

Dryer(s) must not be installed or stored in an area where it will be exposed to
water and/or weather.
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SECTION I

FEATURES

INTRODUCTION
This computerized system is a fully programmable, highly sophisticated dryer control system.  It has been designed
to be the most versatile and reliable coin-up control system available.

To eliminate as many moving parts as possible, programming is done through the membrane switch on the front
of the control panel.  The switch (PS) that puts the computer into the program mode is a single, sealed military
specification toggle switch.  This toggle switch eliminates the possibility of switch failure due to an accumulation
of lint or moisture.
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CONTROL FEATURES
PROGRAMMABLE
Changes in programs are made at the temperature selection keyboard, the actual programs are displayed for
verification.

ADJUSTABLE TIME
Programmable from a minimum of one (1) minute to a maximum of 99 minutes in one-minute increments.

COIN ACCEPTOR DENOMINATIONS
Values of the coin acceptors are programmable from a minimum of one (1) to a maximum value of 9999 for any
U.S. or foreign coin denomination.

AMOUNT TO START
The amount required to start the dryers is programmable from a minimum value of one (1) to a maximum value
of 9999 in increments of one.

ACCUMULATIVE TIME
This program yields a specific value of time for any coin entry made after the amount to start has been inserted.

ACCUMULATIVE COIN
This program selection requires that a specific value of coins be inserted for additional time, programmable from
any minimum amount.

COIN COUNT
The number of coins inserted, can be viewed through the L.E.D. display.

BAD COIN LOCKOUT
Each entry is monitored.  Should someone tamper with the coin acceptor or attempt to insert a foreign object, the
computer will stop the dryer, lock up and display �OFF� until reset either manually or automatically.

TEMPERATURE CONVERSION STATUS
The temperature-related circuits are programmable to be operated in Fahrenheit or Celsius.  Programs affected
are:
1. Temperature display mode.
2. Temperature selections.
3. Cool-down temperatures.
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DRYING TEMPERATURES
Any of the three (3) temperature selections (HI/LO/PP) are programmable from a minimum of 100º F to a
maximum of 175º F in 10-degree increments or from a minimum of 35º C to a maximum of 75º C in five-degree
increments.  Actual temperature programs are displayed at time of programming for verification.

COOL-DOWN TIME
All three (3) temperature selections are programmable from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of nine (9) minutes in
one-minute increments.

COOL-DOWN TEMPERATURES
In the automatic or free drying modes of operation the cool-down cycle termination is programmable from the
minimum of 20º C to a maximum of 37º C in five-degree increments.

AUTOMATIC MODE
This program will cycle the dryer off when preprogrammed dryness level (90 to 100) or maximum cutoff time
(Adrt) (1 to 99 minutes) has been reached, whichever comes first.

ANTI-WRINKLE
This program helps keep permanent press items wrinkle-free when they are not removed from the dryer promptly
at the end of the drying and cooling cycle.  The owner programs the dryer to automatically restart in the cool-
down cycle, if the clothes are not removed in a preprogrammed amount of time.  Anti-wrinkle settings:

1. Guard Delay Time - 1 to 99 minutes
2. Guard On Time - 1 to 99 seconds
3. Active Guard Time - 1 to 99 minutes

FREE-DRY MODE
In this program mode, the computer automatically reverts back to the automatic mode.  However, no coins are
required to start the dryer.

L.E.D. FLASH DISPLAY
Programmable to allow L.E.D. readout to display a choice of �FILL� (no cycle in progress), �Amount to Start�
(i.e. 25 cents), or in the case of free dry, �FrEE.� Programming also allows the L.E.D. display to flash back and
forth every two (2) seconds from �FILL� to �Amount to Start� or, in the case of free dry, from �FILL� to
�FrEE.�

AUDIBLE TONE
A tone will sound for each coin inserted, program entry, or at the end of the drying cycle and cooling cycle for a
period of five (5) seconds to indicate that the cycle is complete. In addition, when in the anti-wrinkle program, the
tone will sound for five (5) seconds at the end of the Guard On Time.

TEMPERATURE DISPLAY
This program selection enables to temperature in the dryer to be viewed in Fahrenheit or Celsius while the dryer
is off or running.  This service feature shows that the dryer is maintaining the selected temperature.

DIAGNOSTICS
All major circuits, including door, microprocessor temperature sensor, heat and motor circuits are monitored.  The
L.E.D. readout will indicate all good outputs and AC door input.

BATTERY BACKUP
This feature allows the computer to maintain its operating status should a momentary power interruption occur
while the dryer cycle is in progress.
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SECTION 2

L.E.D. DISPLAY
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SECTION 3
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE: Unless otherwise specified at the time of ordering, the coin control microcomputer has been
preprogrammed by the factory with the parameters shown on page 27.  Should program changes
be necessary, please read this manual carefully to thoroughly familiarize yourself with the
programming characteristics.

TIMED MODE

1. When turning on power or when no cycle is in progress, the L.E.D. displays will read �FILL� or �Amount
to Start.�

2. Insert coins.  Once correct �Amount to Start� has been inserted, the display will read �PUSH.�

3. Select temperature by pushing �HI temp,� �LO temp,� or �Perm Press.�  The dryer will start and the display
will read the temperature cycle selected and the drying time.

4. The dryer will continue through the drying and cooling cycles, showing time counting downward.

NOTE: If the door is opened during cycle, both the heat and motor will stop.  However, the computer will
continue to count down in time.  Continuation of the cycle will resume only after the door has been
closed and any one of the three (3) temperature selection buttons is again depressed.

AUTOMATIC MODE

1. When turning on power or when no cycle is in progress, the L.E.D. display will read �FILL� or �Amount to
Start.�

2. Insert coins.  Once correct �Amount to Start� has been inserted, display will read �PUSH.�

display window
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3. Select temperature by pushing �HI temp,� �LO temp,� or �PERM PRESS.�  The dryer will start, the display
will read the temperature cycle selected and the drying time portion of the display will read �00� and count
upward as time elapses.

NOTE: If the door is opened during a cycle, both the heat and motor will stop.  However, the computer will
continue to count up in time.  Continuation of the cycle will resume only after the door has been
closed and any one of the three (3) temperature selection buttons is again depressed.

4. Once the preprogrammed dryness level and cool-down period have been reached or maximum automatic
time has expired, whichever comes first, the tone will sound, and the display will read �donE� for five (5)
seconds, at which time the dryer will shut off.

NOTE: If the anti-wrinkle program is active, the display will continue to read �donE,� and the computer
will proceed through the anti-wrinkle program until the maximum �Guard On Time� has expired or
until the door is opened, whichever comes first.  The display will read �FILL� or �Amount to
Start.�

If the anti-wrinkle program is not active or in use, the display will read �FILL� or �Amount to Start.�

FREE DRY MODE

1. When turning on power or no cycle is in progress, the L.E.D. display will read �FILL� or �FrEE.�

2. Selected temperature.  The tumbler will start, the display will read the temperature cycle selected, and the
drying time portion of the display will read �00� and count upward as time elapses

NOTE: If the door is opened during a cycle, both the heat and motor will stop.  However, the computer will
continue to count up in time.  Continuation of the cycle will resume only after the door has been
closed and one of the three temperature selection buttons is again depressed.

3. Once the preprogrammed dryness level and cool-down period has been reached or maximum automatic
time has expired, whichever comes first, the tone will sound, an the display will read �donE� for five (5)
seconds, at which time the dryer will shut off.

NOTE: If the anti-wrinkle program is active, the display will continue to read �donE,� and the computer
will proceed through the anti-wrinkle program until the maximum �Guard On Time� has expired or
until the door is opened, whichever comes first.  The display will read �FILL� or �FrEE.�

If the anti-wrinkle program is not active or in use, the display will read �FILL� or �FrEE.�
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SECTION 4
PROGRAM SELECTIONS

NOTE: Programs are stored in the computer memory and are catalogued as program locations.

TEMPERATURE DISPLAY MODE

By closing the Program Switch (PS), the displays will read
the temperature in the dryer in either Fahrenheit or Celsius,
depending on how the PL01 temperature conversion status
is set.  The temperature display mode can be activated while
the dryer is in the operating cycle or off. While in the operating
cycle, the circuit indicators are visible for troubleshooting
purposes.

NOTE: The dryer cannot be started while the computer program switch (PS) is closed unless the cycle
was already in progress.

RIGHT COIN COUNT (rCC)
Nonfunctional mode.

LEFT COIN COUNT (LCC)
The number of coins inserted for a single coin acceptor dryer, the left coin slot can be viewed through the L.E.D.
display by closing the program switch and pushing the �LO temp� keyboard selection button.  The computer
memory will retain a running count of up to 9999 coins and can be cleared (CLCC) by following the procedure
shown on page 20.

PL01 -  TEMPERATURE CONVERSION STATUS

This program controls whether the temperature related programs will be operated in Fahrenheit or Celsius.
Programs affected are:
1. Temperature display mode.
2. Selected drying temperatures
3. Cool-down temperatures

AUTOMATIC MODE (AUtO)

When this program is selected (AUtO), the dryer will run for a preset level for dryness (PL02) or until the
programmed automatic maximum time (PL14) has expired.

At the end of the drying cycle, the dryer will go into the cool-down cycle for the time period programmed (PL04,
PL06 or PL08) or until the temperature has dropped to the programmed cool-down temperature (PL04, PL06 or
PL08).

NOTE: Due to humidity, atmospheric pressure, percentage of extraction, etc., the desired dryness level
may vary.  It is suggested that the owner determine which level of dryness is best suited for his
application by experimenting with a few test loads.

program
switch
(PS)
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TIME MODE (tlnE)

When this program is selected (tlnE) and the computer has been activated by the insertion of a coin, the dryer will
continue to run until the preset time including the cool-down period (PL04, PL06 or PL08) has elapsed, at which
time the dryer will cycle off or go into the optional anti-wrinkle program.

ANTI-WRINKLE PROGRAM (Grd)

This feature can be used in conjunction with any of the three operating modes - coin, automatic or free dry.  In this
program, when the drying and cooling cycles are completed, the dryer will shut off, the tone will sound, and the
L.E.D. display will read �donE.�  If the door is not opened, the computer will wait until the �Guard Delay Time�
(PL15) has expired at which time the clothes will tumble (without heat) for the programmed �Guard On Time�
(PL15).  The computer will repeat this process until the programmed �Active Guard Time� (PL15).  The computer
will repeat this process until the programmed �Active Guard Time� (PL16) has expired or the dryer door is
opened at which time the L.E.D. display will read �FILL� and �Amount to Start,� or �FILL� and �FrEE.�

BUZ/TONE (bUZ)

When in the anti-wrinkle program, the option is available to have the tone sound for a period of five (5) seconds
at the end of each �Guard On Time� cycle.

FREE DRY MODE (FrEE)

The computer can be programmed to run without the insertion of coins.  When the computer is programmed in
the free dry mode, it automatically reverts to the automatic cycle (AUtO) mode.

COIN MODE (Coin)

In this program, coins are required to start the dryer, even if the computer is set in the automatic mode.

FLASH DISPLAY STATUS (FLS)

When the computer is set in this program status, it allows the L.E.D. readout to display a choice of �FILL� (no
cycle in progress), �Amount to Start� (PL12), or in the case of free dry, �FrEE.�  Programming allows the L.E.D.
readout to revert back and forth every two (2) seconds from �FILL� to �Amount to Start,� or in the case of free
dry, from �FILL� to �FrEE.�

BAD COIN LOCKOUT STATUS (bCLO)

In this program status the computer counts in milliseconds the amount of time required for a coin entry signal.  If
someone should tamper with the coin acceptor or attempt a foreign object entry, the computer will lock up, shut
the dryer down, and the display will read �OFF.�  This condition will remain even if coins are inserted, until the
program is manually reset by closing and reopening the program switch (PS).

BAD COIN LOCKOUT RESET (bCrS)

When set in this program status, the computer counts in milliseconds the amount of time required for a coin entry
signal.  If someone should tamper with the coin acceptor or attempt a foreign object entry, the computer will not
accept the entry and will automatically reset itself for the next entry.
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ACCUMULATIVE TIME (Atln)

In this program mode, each coin inserted has a specific value in time which is determined by the Time For Amount
to Start (tFAS) (PL11) program.

Example no. 1: If the dryer is equipped with a 25 cent coin acceptor and the desired time is 12 minutes, each
additional coin inserted would yield 12 minutes.

Settings: PL09 (LCdE) - 25
PL11 (tFAS) - 12
PL12 (AtSt) - 25

Example no. 2: If the dryer is equipped with a 25 cent coin acceptor and the �Amount to Start� (AtSt) is 50
cents for 30 minutes, the insertion of each additional coin would yield 15 minutes.  In this
application the �Time for Amount to Start� (tFAS) is determined by multiplying by the �Total
Vend Time� (30) by the �Amount to Start� (AtSt) (i.e. 50 cents) and then multiplying by the
Left Coin Denomination (LCdE).

Example Only: Formula: Total Vend Time x LCde =  tFAS
          AtSt

30 x 25 = 15 minutes (tFAS)
50

Example: 35 x 10 = 6.36 minutes = 6 minutes and 22 seconds
55

ACCUMULATIVE COIN (ACOn)

When this program mode is selected, additional time can only be achieved when the Amount for Additional Time
(PL13) has been inserted.

Example Only: Formula: Total Vend Time x LCdE = tFAS
          AtSt

Example: 24 x 25 = 12 minutes (tFAS)
50

Setting: PL09 (LCdE) - 25
PL11 (tFAS) - 12
PL12 - (AtSt) - 50
PL13 (AFAt) - 50

TUMBLER ROTATIONAL SENSOR (SEn)

In this program, the rotation of the tumbler is monitored.

PL02 - DRYNESS LEVEL (PdrY)

When in the automatic or free dry mode, the dryer will run until the preset level of dryness (calculated in percent)
has been reached.  The percent dry is programmable from a minimum of 90% to a maximum of 100%.
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NOTE: Due to humidity, atmospheric pressure, water retention in garment, etc., the desired dryness level
may vary.  It is suggested that the owner determine which level of dryness is best suited for his
application by experimenting with a few test loads.

PL03 - HIGH TEMPERATURE (HIºF)

The high operating temperature is programmable from a minimum of 100º F to a maximum of 170º F in 10-degree
increments or from a minimum of 35º C to a maximum of 75º C in five-degree increments.

PL04 - HIGH COOL-DOWN TEMPERATURE/TIME (HICd)

The first part of this program controls the cool-down temperature when the computer is used in the automatic or
free dry mode.  The cool-down temperature is programmable from a minimum of 70º F to a maximum of 190º F
in 10-degree increments or from a minimum of 20º C to a maximum of 90º C in five-degree increments.

The second part of this program controls the cool-down time for both the automatic and timed modes.  The cool-
down time can be programmed from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of nine minutes.

NOTE: When the computer is used in the automatic or free dry modes, at the end of the drying cycle, the
computer then starts the automatic cooling cycle for the cool-down time programmed or until the
temperature has dropped to the programmed cool-down temperature, whichever of the two comes
first.

PL05 - LOW TEMPERATURE (LOº F.)

Same as PL03 but for Low Temperature program.

PL06 - LOW COOL-DOWN TEMPERATURE/TIME (LOCd)

Same as PL04 but for Low Cool-Down Temperature/Time.

PL07 -  PERMANENT PRESS (PPº F.)

Same as PL03 but for Perm Press.

PL08 - PERMANENT PRESS COOL-DOWN TEMPERATURE/TIME (PPCd)

Same as PL04 but for Perm Press Cool-Down Temperature/Time.

PL09 - LEFT COIN DENOMINATION (LCdE)

This program setting is determined by the value of the coin acceptor (i.e. 25 cents).

Program settings are from a minimum of one to a maximum of 9999.

PL10 - RIGHT COIN DENOMINATION (rCdE)

Nonfunctional mode.

PL11 - TIME FOR AMOUNT TO START (tFAS)

This program sets a specific value in time for each coin inserted.
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PL12 - AMOUNT TO START (AtSt)

This program sets the amount needed to start the dryer and can be programmed from a minimum of one to a
maximum of 9999.

Example:  When U.S. quarters are used, you would adjust in $0.25 increments.

PL13 - MINIMUM AMOUNT FOR ADDITIONAL TIME (AFAt)

This program need only be set when the computer is set in the Coin Accumulation mode (ACOn) (PL01).  The
value set for this program is what will have to be inserted for more time after the Amount to Start has been
inserted.

Example:  Amount to start (AtSt) is 50 cents for 30 minutes and an additional 50 cents is required for more time.

In this example, PL13 should be set for 50 cents.

PL14 - MAXIMUM TIME FOR AUTOMATIC DRY (Adrt)

This program is used only when the computer is set in the automatic or free dry mode.  This program controls the
maximum time the dryer will run even if the Percent Dry program (PL02) has not been reached.

PL15 ANTI-WRINKLE TIMING

GUARD DELAY TIME (GdLY)

This program controls the dwell (stop) time and activation of the anti-wrinkle Guard On Time.  The dwell time can
be programmed from a minimum of one (1) minute to a maximum of nine (9) minutes in one-minute increments.

GUARD ON TIME (Gont)

This setting controls the amount of time that the tumbler will turn without heat when anti-wrinkle is selected.  The
on time is programmable from a minimum of one to a maximum of 99 seconds in one-second increments.

PL16 - ACTIVE GUARD TIME (AGt)

This program controls the maximum time the anti-wrinkle cycle will be in progress and is programmable from a
minimum of one (1) minute to a maximum of 99 minutes in one-minute increments.

PL17 - PROGRAMMABLE AUTO-CYCLE FACTORS �A� AND �B�

The numbers that reside in this register are used when the auto-dry is in process. These factors determine how
the processor will respond to various machines.  The auto-cycle factors will vary for different machines and are
adjustable as follows:

�A� is adjustable for 1 - 9
�B� is adjustable for 1 - 99
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SECTION 5

INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING

All programming is done through the keyboard selection buttons on the front of the control panel.  To change
programs or to put the computer in the temperature or coin count display modes, the program switch (PS) located
on the back side of the computer must be put into the closed position (PSC).
The following instructions explain how to enter the program locations:

DRYER OFF
(Power On)

DISPLAY READS

To Enter
temperature display

DISPLAY READS

To enter program locations
�Push� the Perm Press
keyboard selection button.
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DISPLAY READS

To advance to next program location
�Push� the HI temp selection button.

DISPLAY READS

To speed up advance, �Push� and
�Hold In� HI temp selection button.

DISPLAY READS Program locations
and will advance until HI temp selection
button is released.

To revert back to lower program locations
�Push� LO temp selection button.

DISPLAY READS

To speed up �Push� and �Hold In� LO temp
selection button.

Display reads program locations and will advance
downward until LO temp selection button is released.

To enter a specific program location (i.e. PL01) �Push�
the Perm Press selection button.

DISPLAY WILL READ specific program location
called up.
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VIEWING AND DELETING COIN COUNTS

rCC �Right Coin Count� (nonfunctional)
LCC �Left Coin Count�

To view the right or left coin count you (operator) must press (HI temp) to select rCC or LCC and then press
(Perm Press) to view the register.  If you want to clear the rCC or LCC you first must be viewing the amount in
the register, then you must press (HI temp) �CrCC� which will appear indicating clear left coin count.  To clear
the count you must press (Perm Press).  If you don�t want to clear, you should press (HI temp) or (LO temp).
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PROGRAMMING
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SECTION 6

PRESET PROGRAMS
FACTORY PRESET PROGRAMS

Unless otherwise specified at the time of ordering, this control microcomputer has been preprogrammed by the
factory with the following parameters.  Should changes be found necessary, please read this manual carefully to
thoroughly familiarize yourself with the programming characteristics.

Program Parameter Status Settings
Location
PL01 ºFAr/ºCEL Temperature in Fahrenheit

tlnE/AUtO Timed mode
Grd/nGrd Anti-wrinkle guard on
BuZ/nBuZ Anti-wrinkle guard buzzer (tone) on
Coin/FrEE Coins required to start
FLS/nFLS Display will flash in intervals

between �FILL� and �Amount to Start�
bCrS/bCLO Bad coin reset
Atin/ACOn Accumulative time
SEn/nSEn Tumbler rotational sensor

PL02 PdrY Percent dry set at 100
PL03 HIºF 170º
PL04 HICd Temperature 100º

Time 2 minutes
PL05 LOºF 130º
PL06 LOCd Temperature 100º

Time 2 minutes
PL07 PPºF 150º
PL08 PPCd Temperature 100º

Time 3 minutes
PL09 LCdE Left coin denomination $0.25
PL10 Not in use
PL11 tFAS Time for amount to start 10 minutes
PL12 AtSt Amount to start $0.25
PL13 AFAt Amount for additional time $0.25
PL14 AdrT Automatic dry maximum time 30 minutes
PL15 GdLY Anti-wrinkle guard off delay 2 minutes

Gont Anti-wrinkle guard on time 20 seconds
PL16 AGT Active anti-wrinkle guard time 10 minutes

NOTE: PL10 is disabled.  It is included for compatibility with existing computers.
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AUTO CYCLE �A� AND �B� FACTOR PARAMETERS

IMPORTANT:  Factors �A� and �B� have not been preprogrammed by the factory and should be changed
on the field if the �controller� is not reset to FREE or AUTOMATIC modes.

ÿþýüû ��� ���
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���û�� � ��
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SECTION 7

WARRANTY

WARRANTY

MAYTAG COMMERCIAL MULTI-LOAD DRYER

MAYTAG COMMERCIAL 30 LB. DRYERS ARE WARRANTED BY MAYTAG COMPANY AS
FOLLOWS:

LIMITED PARTS WARRANTY

Any part which fails in normal commercial use, within one year from the date of original purchase, will be
repaired or replaced free of charge for the part itself, with the owner paying all other costs including labor,
transportation or custom duty expense.

HOW AND WHERE TO RECEIVE WARRANTY PARTS

1. Call or write the authorized Maytag commercial distributor from whom the appliance was purchased or the
authorized service firm designated by the distributor.

2. Should the owner not receive satisfactory response from one of the above, call or write the Maytag Company,
One Dependability Square, newton, Iowa 50208, (515) 792-7000, and arrangements for warranty parts will
be made.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.
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SECTION 8

PARTS

9-VOLT BATTERY BACKUP

Dryer ordered from the factory will have a 9-volt battery backup option (battery not included) to enable the
computer to maintain its operating status should a momentary power interruption occur while the dryer cycle is in
progress.
It is suggested that the battery be replaced at least once a year or as necessary.  The battery life will depend on
the age of the battery, the amount of power interruptions, and backup time used.

IMPORTANT: For proper operation use alkaline batteries only.  Suggest Duracell, Eveready, Energizer
or equivalent.  DO NOT USE CARBON TYPE BATTERIES.

REPLACEMENT PARTS

IMPORTANT: When ordering replacement parts from your distributer or the factory, specify the dryer
model and serial numbers in addition to the part description and number, so your order is
processed accurately and promptly.

Refer to dryer parts catalogs for replacement parts.
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